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How New Generation Industrial 
Washer Machine Is Simplifying The 

Professional Laundry Day? 
 

 

 

 
The professional laundry day has become a piece of cake thanks to the latest 
generation of industrial washer machines. 

 

The technology associated with these machines means the amount of manual 
labor needed to operate them has dropped dramatically. 

 

For business owners, these means less money spent on employee wages, less 
risk of human error, and a more productive workplace. These factors will be 
worth the investment for business owners in any industry. 
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How do the new industrial laundry machines work? 

 

Most industrial laundry machines are now compatible with material handling 
conveyors. 

 

These shuttle conveyors are typically structured similarly to the types of belts 
you’d see on a production line in the manufacturing industry. 

 

They make it possible to load multiple washing machines and tumble dryers 
with laundry, even handling the transition from washer to dryer without any 
human supervision. 

 

These machines can be altered using a control panel, so if you’re wary about 
this process being completely automated, it’s possible for it to be overseen and 
handled by a member of staff as well. 

 

The use of artificial intelligence within the newest brands of industrial washing 
machine and dryer has also proved to be extremely useful. 

 

The majority of modern machines now include sensors which alert the machine 
to stop running at the exact moment that your load is done washing or drying. 
The technology that controls these sensors is impressively reliable. Many 
machines also use sensor technology for self-cleaning, eliminating another task 
for human staff. 

 

A no-brainer for all industrial washing businesses? 
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Any business owners that understands that time equals money will surely be 
tempted to invest in this technology. 

 

Not only will it save money on manpower, but it’ll also add an additional reliability 
and speed to their washroom operations. 

 

The energy-efficiency of these newer machines is also well worth any business 
owner’s attention. Most washing machine manufacturers are constantly working 
on measures to make their equipment more energy-efficient, but this artificial 
intelligence is the biggest advancement in this area for some time. The days of 
washing machines and dryers running for longer than they need to are long 
gone. 

 

Sure, these technologically advanced machines have a higher price tag slapped 
on them than traditional machines, but with the money you’ll save in the long 
run, they’ll pay for themselves in no time. In that sense, it’s a no-brainer for most 
business owners. 

 

The only question left on their mind might be: what brand of washing machine 
should I buy? If they approach a reputable supplier with a large range of 
machines to choose from, they will be able to speak to a professional about 
their needs. 

 

Click the link to visit the CLMCO website and learn more about the technology 
we provide. 

 

Original Source Link:  https://www.smore.com/dhb4r-industrial-washer-machine  
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